Pledges: Drop your brushes

Adminstration moves to re-paint some Greek rocks on campus (Nucera, p.3)
Former letter writing student sentenced to read & write

by Dorellene Normal

A former MSU student has been sentenced to read books and write essays about anti-Semitism for harassing a Jewish professor.

For two years, Jeffrey Mills harassed Dr. Alan Oppenheim, chairman of the information and decision sciences, by writing racial slurs on the board and slipping notes under his office door.

After failing a statistics examination in 1990, Mills stopped going to class and started what, according to Oppenheim was a "terrible, unfortunate part of my life."

Initially, Oppenheim had no idea who the person was. After finding the first notes, he reported the matter to Campus Police and they started an investigation which eventually led to the arrest of Mills.

The notes ranged from comments such as "I will get you" to "You should have died in the ovens."

"I was very angry and frightened," said Oppenheim. "I didn't know what kind of lunatic I was dealing with. I didn't know if he was going to attack me."

Campus Police offered to protect him and Oppenheim refused. He was, however, provided with a separate parking space and the police stayed in constant contact with him.

Campus police set up a surveillance camera to investigate the case and received outside help from state police in using handwriting analysis, according to Lieutenant Michael Postaski.

Postaski, who headed the investigation, said the case was tough because campus police had no way of anticipating the when the random notes would be left.

In July 1992, Mills was arrested after he was videotaped slipping one of the notes under Oppenheim's door. From that point on, Campus Police had a suspect.

Sergeant Lloyd spotted Mills on campus and Mills was arrested and charged with harassment, a fourth degree crime.

Mills was sentenced to three years of supervised probation, 300 hours of community service and a $1,000 fine. He must write nine book reports of 500 words each, view two movies on anti-Semitism and write a final report of 100 words at the end of his probation telling the judge about what he learned from his experience.

Oppenheim received an apology from Mills in the court room and said that the incident did not change his life but did personalize his view that "Hatred for irrational reasons is uncivilized behavior and it has no place on a university campus."

SGA Attorney General Paola Ciappina interpreted the article in the SGA constitution to mean that "Class-One organizations are considered executive departments and the power to change their budgets lies within the legislature."
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Ciappina also ruled that during the semester when there is no legislature present, the power to amend budgets lies within the executive board.

Ciappina's ruling contradicts her first interpretation which stated that the power lies within the executive board. Her first decision came during the Sept. 14 SGA meeting when SGA Legislator George Calle asked for a ruling on the "Floor" of the SGA during the open forum session of the meeting.

"After further investigation during the week (following the Sept. 14 meeting) I found that Class-One budgets can only be amended by the legislature," Ciappina said.

Ciappina released her decision on Tuesday in a memo that was sent to the SGA executive board, SGA Cabinet members and Class-One organizations. The memo read: "I would like to make a formal statement on a decision that I made regarding last week's ruling. After further investigation, I have come to the conclusion that the SGA, Inc. Executive Departments' mentioned in Article II, Section 4C of the Constitution include Class-One organizations. Therefore, the power to withhold or freeze the budgets of these organizations lies within the legislature."

Ciappina also ruled that during the semester when there is no legislature present, the power to amend budgets lies within the executive board. The executive board must, however, report to the legislature at the first meeting so they can vote on the proposed changes. SGA Vice President April Steinmetz was in the process of overturning Ciappina's decision when quorum was called by the legislature and the meeting was adjourned because "50 percent plus one" of the legislature was not
New VP paints over painted rocks

by Kimberly Nowera

The rocks around the academic buildings, which are painted by MSU sororities and fraternities and show Greek symbols, dates and initials, will most likely be painted over with a more "natural" color, according to Dr. Lee Wilcox, vice-president of student development and campus life.

Wilcox intends to clean up the university's appearance, especially for visitors. He stated that the rock painting "went too far."

This past summer, Wilcox met with SGA President Sal Anderton and Greek Council President Mike Costa to propose a possible solution.

Both Wilcox and Anderton stated that the University Senate has a college rock policy that is highly restrictive. Anderton does not agree with the policy, but he said Wilcox's proposal is "the lesser of the two evils."

Wilcox is proposing that the rocks along the academic buildings, from Richardson Hall to Normal Ave and to building "B", will be the only rocks painted over.

Members of Greek sororities and fraternities, such as Sigma Delta Tau, Sigma Delta Phi and Phi Alpha Psi (Senate) all agree that the painting over of the rocks is ridiculous. They also said that it is breaking tradition and that the university's money should be put towards more relevant and useful projects.

"The rocks are a Greek tradition on this campus," JoAnne Kornacki, a sister of Sigma Delta Phi, said. "They differentiate us from other schools and show our pride in our organizations."

Not only did sororities and fraternities agree, but non-Greeks as well. Bogumila Kopec, a senior and chemistry major, thinks that the Greek symbols on the rocks should be recognized. She agrees that the money should be put to more useful projects.

The money to paint over the rocks will not come from any budget, Wilcox said. He did not know the exact cost at this time but assured that the rock painting will be done in the least costly way and will not involve sandblasting.

It will be an on-going project, possibly taking a couple of years to complete. The rocks along College Hall will be painted first and that may take place as soon as one month from now.

At the Greek Council meeting on Tuesday, Wilcox stated that another meeting regarding the rock policy will be held, although the date was not determined.

Anderton stated that "any organization with real concerns should come see me."

SGA continued from p. 2 present.

"While I agreed with Paola's first decision, I did not agree with her second and I was in the process of explaining my interpretation to the legislature when quorum was called," said Steinmetz.

Ciappina was not in the room when quorum was called. She had left momentarily.

"Unfortunately, I was not in the room when quorum was called and I never got to finish explaining my ruling," said Ciappina.

In other happenings at this week's SGA meeting, SGA President Sal Anderton stated that the $150,000 that was transferred to form the SGA Scholarship Fund was "merely a transfer of funds" and does not have to be approved by the legislature because no money was spent, it was just transferred. This information came from the SGA legal counsel Joseph Mecca. However, the SGA will vote next week on a bill that will "officially approve" the formation of the scholarship fund.

SGA Legislator Candice Meyer was elected President Pro-Temp.
“Simplify, simplify.”

Henry David Thoreau

“Hey, that’s not a bad idea.”

AT&T

AT&T Universal MasterCard.
The credit, cash and calling card. All in one.

The AT&T Universal MasterCard. No annual fee—ever. Access to cash at over 350,000 locations. Plus an AT&T calling card. Because life should be contemplated. Not complicated. Call 1 800 438-8627 to request an application.
ATTENTION!!!
FINAL AUDIT DEADLINE

STUDENTS COMPLETING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR:

BACHELOR'S DEGREE,
MASTER'S DEGREE,
CERTIFICATION ONLY
OR POST B.A. CERTIFICATES

BY
MAY 1995

MUST COMPLETE AN APPLICATION IN THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR BY

OCTOBER 3, 1994

THE DEADLINE FOR RECEIVING APPLICATIONS FOR FINAL AUDITS WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED
# LIFE

Thursday, September 22, 1994

## CAMPUS CALENDAR

### TONIGHT
- **9:00 a.m-3:00 p.m.** Warm-Up Suit Sale sponsored by MSU Softball, Panzer Gym Lobby.
- **7:00 p.m.** Volleyball: MSU vs. Delaware Valley College, Panzer Gym.
- **8:00 p.m.** Public Telescope Night in front of Richardson Hall. For more information call Mary Lou West at x7266.

### FRIDAY
- Grab some friends and make up an event, 'cause there's NOTHING GOING ON ON CAMPUS! It's all up to you!

### SATURDAY
- **12:00 p.m.** Women's Tennis: MSU vs. Ramapo, on the courts.
- **7:00 p.m.** Men's Soccer: MSU vs. Rowan, Sprague Gym.

### SUNDAY
- **MASS:** 11:00 a.m. "B" Building, Faculty Lounge.
- **6:30 p.m.** Newman Center.

### MONDAY
- **9:00 p.m.** Monday Night Football: Broncos vs. Bills, in the Ratt.

### TUESDAY
- **6:00 p.m.** Volleyball: MSU vs. Rutgers-Newark, Panzer Gym.
- **9:00 p.m.** Kappa Alpha Psi Party, in the Ratt.

### WEDNESDAY
- **8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.** Conference: "Cancer Survivorship Issues for Professionals," $25. Presented by the Women's Center at MSU and sponsored by the General Hospital Center at Passaic and the New Jersey Society for Public Health, Student Center Ballrooms.
- **9:00 p.m.** "Girls Night Out" with Delta Xi Delta. Call x4931 for details.

### NEXT WEEK
- **THURSDAY:**
  - **8:00 p.m.** Public Telescope Night in front of Richardson Hall. For more information call Mary Lou West at x7266.
  - **8:30 p.m.** Delta Xi Delta Mixer with TKE. Meet at the Student Center revolving doors.

---

**LIFE is dead!**

Well, actually it isn't. We will be back next week with all of our diverse columns. For now, go check out "By the students, for the students: Organizations at MSU."
PART-TIME JOBS...

...5 min. from campus
Waitress
(no experience necessary)
Drivers
(must have own car)
Nauna’s Little Italy
151 Valley RD, Montclair
Call 744-3232

Thoughts for the Day:
Such Wondrous Love

In the movie Shadowlands, C.S. Lewis, portrayed by Anthony Hopkins, marries Joy Gersham at her hospital bedside after she had been diagnosed with terminal cancer. “Such love, such wondrous love,” the kind of love that God has for us. There is a scripture verse that tells us:

“But God demonstrates His own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ died for us.”

Rom. 5:8

Our spiritual condition might be similar to a cancer, eating away at our lives, and there seems to be no hope. I assure you that Christ is waiting by your bedside, waiting for you to say “I do.” And begin to experience a dynamic relationship, that entails acceptance and His wondrous love.

Hendor Rodriguez
Campus Pastor
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

CLASS ONE CONCERTS

WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE FOR ALL OF THEIR HARD WORK AND DEDICATION MAKING LAST WEEK’S RATT SHOW SUCH A HUGE SUCCESS
For once, a cut in educational spending that actually helps students.

With Apple's special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh, the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa, which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple PowerBook or the Power Macintosh—the world's fastest Mac—because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer. With low student pricing, a Mac is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best.

For further information visit University Bookstore, Lower Level — Student Center Building or call 655-4310.
The Drop in Center, (an information, referral and peer counseling service) is staffed entirely by student volunteers. The caliber of the service offered to the student body cannot be maintained without you. If you want to help people, learn more about yourself, and do something constructive with you time, this could be the toughest nonpaying job you have ever loved. While the training is rigorous and the commitment level high, the experience will be carried throughout your life.

The Drop-In Center is a good place to grow for students of all majors. We will teach you the lost art of listening as you learn by doing.

In-service instruction will include: On-campus referrals, off-campus referrals, bus and rail routing, psychological referrals, and publicity.

The following list of workshops will be offered to those who train and make staff during the semester in order to increase staff awareness on these issues.
1) Suicide Intervention
2) Sexual Assault
3) Feedback
4) Facilitating loss and grief
5) Human Sexuality
6) Campus Security
7) Alcohol and Substance Abuse

Located between Math/Science Building and Student Application Deadline: September 23rd A service of your Student Government Association

Management, marketing, finance or accounting major? You know dollars and cents. Get a BA II PLUS™ Calculator from Texas Instruments. It's designed for students and professionals and recommended by professors. Or try the BA-35, our most affordable model for time-value-of-money and one-variable statistics.

If you're in the financial fast lane, TI Business Calculators make the most sense. Try one at your local TI retailer today, or for more information, call 1-800-TI-CARES.

EXTENDING YOUR REACH™

Texas Instruments
NOTICE TO ALL CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS WHO WILL BE RETURNING IN THE SPRING 1995 SEMESTER

Registration for the Spring 1995 Semester will occur between October 11-27, 1994

All students who are enrolled for the Fall 1994 and who are eligible to return for the Spring 1995 will have a Registration Appointment Card mailed to them during the week of September 26, 1994.

Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for 12 or more credits will be assigned an in person registration appointment date and time. Undergraduate students, who are currently enrolled for fewer than 12 credits, and Graduate students will be assigned a range of dates during which they should submit their registration form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar.

Cards will not be generated for students who are on the January 1995 Graduation list. Students who are graduating in January and who wish to register for Spring 1995 courses should contact the Office of the Registrar at 655-4376 for direction.

Students who do not fulfill their Basic Skills requirements, who have an outstanding financial obligation to the University, or who have an outstanding high school transcript with the Admissions Office will not be sent their cards. These students must report to either the Basic Skills Office, the Business Office, or the Admissions Office to obtain their card.

You must have this card in order to register.

No one will be permitted into the registration site without a Registration Appointment Card. Registration forms submitted to the Office will not be processed without the Registration Appointment Card attached.


PLEASE READ THE SPRING 1995 SEMESTER SCHEDULE OF COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!!

It will be available on September 26, 1994.

It will contain the list of Spring 1995 course offerings.

You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book for Spring 1995 registration. The Registration Appointment Card, together with this form, will serve as your personal packet.

Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.
MAIN EDITORIAL

Rocky Horror campus show?

At the MONTCLARION, news hit our desks this week that all rock faces located near the academic buildings bearing logos and symbols of school fraternities and sororities are to be painted over to achieve a more natural look. In preparing to report this story we have detected more than a slight issue between administration and the aforementioned student organizations. In this corner we have the Greek people, for whom this act will apparently signify the end of a recognized tradition, one that in fact has been lauded by faculty and the administration in the past. Another dilemma is the loss of exposure. The rocks have served as billboards on campus for the organizations an invaluable tool for making themselves known.

In the other corner we have the administration, spearheaded by Dr. Lee Wilcox, Vice-President of student of Student Development and Campus Life. This side feels that the rocks are an eyesore and it will be striving to achieve via synthetic, man-made paints a more natural appearance.

What is wrong with these rocks? No, silly, we mean the actual objects. Students are already dealing with an over-priced C-store that doesn't serve their needs. Then there is the Ratt, which just implemented a limited day, limited time alcohol serving schedule that succeeds in nothing if not confusion. The rocks are harmless. They are decorative, definitely promote school spirit, a feeling of community, and never could be considered an "eyesore" or unkempt. Whoever heard of a dirty rock? This seems to be another example of the University staff not recognizing real concerns and needs of students. Why is time and money now being spent to rectify something that has always been handled by the Greeks for free and done uneventfully for years? Why deny them a time-honored custom that displays their brother/sisterhood? What's next, a dress code to support our new sanitized image?
By the students,
for the students
The organizations at MSU
By the students, for the students:  
The organizations at MSU

What seems to be about a million years ago, I came up with this idea. I thought, "Why doesn't the MONTCLARION put out a section dedicated to introducing the students to all the organizations? Wouldn't it be great to see all of the organizations working together." I sent out letters asking for the organizations to respond before the school year began, thinking that "well, of course, everyone will rush at the chance to promote their organization to the entire student body." Well, as I sat in the MONTCLARION office, in the middle of August, staring at the logos and summaries of the five organizations that had made the effort to respond, I almost gave up. But of course, being the masacist that I am, I decided to continue.

All of the organizations did not respond, but those organizations who did respond have been separated into five sections for the five types of organizations supported by the Student Government Association. The first section is dedicated to the Class One Organizations. Class One Organizations are open to all MSU undergraduate students and they do not charge dues. Each organization receives a yearly budget from the SGA.

Services of the SGA, which are in the second section, are open to the entire student body and are directly supported by the SGA.

The third section is comprised of the Class Two Organizations. These organizations are open to the entire student body and create consistent programming which appeals to a large segment of the campus community. Class Two Organizations must approach the Legislature for funding (as long as another source of funding exists) for specific programs open to the entire campus.

Class Three Organizations, which are in the fourth section, are open to the entire student body, but their programming appeals to a specific area of interest. These organizations can approach the Legislature for funding, but an alternate source of funding must exist.

The fifth section consists of the Class Four Organizations. These organizations may choose exclusionary membership practices, charge dues, and are not appropriated money by the SGA.

Well, this guide seemed like a great idea in the beginning and I'm rather happy with it now, but in between there was a lot of work and a lot of begging to get the information about these organizations together. To those of you who responded, I send my thanks. Without you, this guide to the organizations could never have happened.

Heather Bushby, Life Editor

* All of the organization profiles compiled were written by a member of the corresponding organization.

The Student Government Association

The Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State University is a corporation dedicated to the purposes of establishing a representative student government; encouraging the development of leaders and participants for the community and the State of New Jersey; stimulating awareness of the rights and responsibilities of students in relation to the community, improving student cultural, social, and physical welfare; and promoting the general welfare of the university. The SGA seeks to realize these goals through powers, duties and action of the executive and legislative branches.
CLASS ONE ORGANIZATIONS

CLASS ONE CONCERTS

Class One Concerts offers its members the unique opportunity to be "on the inside". Since ClC is totally run by the students of Montclair, a member can learn anything about the production of a major concert. Every member of ClC is a valuable asset, so we channel everyone's abilities into the creation of each show. Class One Concerts is made up of five crews, overseen by an executive board of Producer, Vice Producer, Treasurer and Secretary. The Stage crew works to create a safe environment for the band and all people in attendance, the Hospitality crew sets up the dressing rooms and plans meals for the band, their road crew, and ClC crews, the Box Office crew handles ticket sales, and the Publicity crew is responsible for promoting events through all media possible. So join Class One Concerts and rock with the best. It's an experience you will never forget!

COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD

Notice anything different about the campus this semester? There is a little of construction going on, you might say. Indeed, the buildings are freshly painted and renovated (or under renovation). You might say again, there are optimistic feelings all about the campus and some new fresh faces. Well, permit me to say while you are partially right that you are wrong. Many of the organizations on campus are under new management especially C.L.U.B. The second week of class they have organized a series of activities, along with Class One Concert (the Reggae concert), which culminated on Thursday afternoon with a Hot Air Balloon ride on the grassy area in front of the quad. This is only a minimal manifestation of what is planned for the year, according to the executive board. "There will be a number of fun trips taken. There will be cinema festivals and comedy nights. There will be a function in November and the traditional Home Coming and Carnival that Club is known for", they told me at their last meeting. "We are dedicated, along with our chairpersons, to provide for the students this academic year truly fun and exciting events. We know the dark clouds of past administration still hang over our heads, but we intend to change that". I was myself amazed and uplifted by their dedication and the enthusiasm they displayed. Living on campus, I know I definitely need something to cheer about. "However," according to Onix Noa, Club Treasurer, "we need members to carry on our plans. There are many benefits awaiting those who join our organization". I asked him what they were. He wouldn't tell me unless I join C.L.U.B. Maybe I will.

CONSERVATION CLUB

The Conservation Club is a Class One organization of the SGA. Their purpose is to promote environmental education within the University and other related fields. We sponsor such events as adopt-a-highway, environmental lectures, Earthcare and Earthweek (which includes campus clean-up, tree planting, kids day, earthday and more). We also take trips such as white water rafting, whale watching, hiking, and museum or aquarium touring. On Saturday, October 1st, we'll be cleaning our section of Route 46 for the adopt-a-highway program. Those interested can call x5102 or stop by our office located on the lower level of the student center in room 120 from 3:30 to 4:30 on Tuesdays. Hope to see you there!

MONTCLARION

In its 68th year of service, the weekly campus newspaper, the MONTCLARION, covers campus events, expresses students' concerns and continues the neverending battle to uphold the First Amendment. The newspaper offers many different positions at many different levels. Reporting, photography, copy-editing, and graphic design are just a few of the jobs that have made the MONTCLARION an award winning paper. There is always a game to be covered, an interview to be done, a conference to attend or a tip to be investigated. The MONTCLARION is funded by your SGA fees so any undergraduate is eligible to join and play a part in informing and improving the campus. The MONTCLARION is a great starting point for students interested in journalism, English, photography, graphic design and advertising. Stop by the MONTCLARION office in room 113 of the Student Center Annex or call x5169 for more information.
Latin American Student Organization

The Latin American Student Organization was founded in 1970 by a small group of Latino students. The purpose of LASO is to expose the campus community to Latin American influences in art, music, history, literature, cuisine, as well as educational and socio-political concerns. LASO's main goal is to provide relevant programming not only for the Latino, but for the entire campus community through lectures, art exhibits, salsa/merengue workshops, pamphlets, and much more. LASO consists of six official committees, which include Publicity, Latinisimo, Cafe Teatro, Hispanic Music, Hispanic Education, and Latin Month (November). LASO holds its General Membership meetings every Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the Student Center, room 417. For further information, please contact the LASO office, room 100 in the Student Center (x4440).

PLAYERS

Players was founded in 1937 to give MSU students the opportunity to work in all aspects of theatre. Students interested in acting, dancing, singing, directing, stage managing, set building, designing, box office work, ushering, musical directing, playwriting, public relations, marketing, management, and producing are welcome. Last semester Players produced the production of Hair in the amphitheater which brought in over 2,500 audience members. This semester, Players will be putting on Psycho Beach Party on September 28, 29, 30 & October 1 at 8 p.m. in J126. Tickets will be $2.00 for students & $4.00 for non-students. There will be a murder mystery buffet dinner in the student center formal dining lounge at 7 p.m. on November 2 & 3. On December 8-11 there will be a “Best of Players Musical Review” at 8 p.m. in J126. On October 5 Players will host a Cabaret Night talent show in the Ratt. All are welcome to perform.

If you are interested in becoming a member, the meetings are held every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the Players office, room 118, in the Student Center. For more information call 655-5159.

Organization of Students for African Unity

The purpose of O.S.A.U is to educate, inform, and promote the significance and importance of African and African American culture on campus. O.S.A.U. is divided into several different subcommittees in order to achieve their purpose. There is a gospel choir an African dance troupe and much much more. The O.S.A.U office is located in room 119 of the student center where Kitabu, the African American Library, can be found. O.S.A.U offers something for everyone.

Their meetings are held every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in the student center cafe.

Quarterly

Quarterly is a Class One Organization of the SGA. We publish the literary/art magazine of our university, each semester. This magazine is titled the 4 Walls. We are currently taking submissions in both literature (prose and poetry) and art (paintings, drawings, photography). The deadlines for submissions are October 3 for literary submissions and October 24 for art submission. Our general meetings are held on Thursdays at 4:30 p.m. If anyone would like to join our staff just stop by the office at Room 113A in the Student Center Annex. If there are any inquiries having to do with the magazine you can either stop by the office or call us at 655-4410.

This semester we have an entirely new executive board, and we are all planning on improving the magazine to the utmost point. We are hoping that we find many new faces in our office to add new, exciting ideas for the Fall 1994 issue of the 4 Walls. We are kind, warmhearted people down here in the 4 Walls office, so come on down and explore the 4 Walls. Just remember these words: WALK INTO A ROOM, SEE THE FOUR WALLS, AND LET YOUR MIND IMAGINE THE WINDOWS.
Student Intramural Leisure Council
MSU SILC is a student-run organization; one of only 4 student-run intramural programs in the country, that provides students with an opportunity to participate in a wide range of activities. These activities include softball, flag football, volleyball, indoor soccer, floor hockey, basketball, and many other exciting activities. The SILC office has a $16,000 annual budget to pay for events. The SILC office also encourages people who have ideas for things to do to come to the office and submit their ideas. Participating in SILC activities is not all about winning games and I know this will sound corny, but meeting new people and making new friends. I have met a lot of new friends who, except for my participation in SILC, I probably would not have had the chance to meet. If you are interested in participating in traditional SILC activities, or if you have an exciting idea that you want to submit come down to the SILC office, Student Center Room 121 or call X5245.

WMSC-FM
WMSC-FM is not just a campus club. Nestled, Bob! WMSC is an honest-to-God, fully functioning, non-commercial radio station serving both the MSU campus and its surrounding communities. Located at 101.5 on the FM dial, we are dedicated to playing “Northern New Jersey’s Best New Music”. WMSC has gone through many frequency changes over the years, starting as WVMS at 590 AM, broadcasting solely on campus. In 1973, the station was moved to 90.3 on the public FM airwaves and changed its call letters to WMSC. In 1984, our “friends” at the FCC deemed it “necessary” to move us to our current location on the dial. The purpose of this station is two-fold. First, we teach all students (not just Broadcasting majors) every aspect of radio: management, promotions, technical, etc. Second, we provide and support music not regularly heard on commercial radio. Call it what you like... alternative, New Wave, underground... if it’s New Music, we play it. If you’re interested in experiencing the prestige and the glory that is WMSC, our meetings are on Wednesdays at 3:30 in room 110 of the Student Center Annex, or drop in anytime. Come, join the fun. Please stop by. We’ll have coffee; we’ll talk. No big whoop.

SERVICES OF THE SGA

DROP IN CENTER
Ever wonder about the little house between the Student Center and Richardson Hall? That’s the Drop-In Center! The Drop-In Center is a peer counseling, information, and referral service funded by the Student Government Association (SGA) which serves the Montclair State University community. We offer a wide variety of services including peer counseling, transportation information, literature on a vast assortment of topics, and general on-campus information. We also have extensive referrals on and off campus. Its staff consists of volunteer, undergraduate students who are trained by professionals. Training takes place for two weeks where the trainee must attend several workshops on a variety of topics and adapt to the center's reflective style of counseling. This semester training will begin on September 25, 1994. If interested please come see us or if you just need someone to speak to, you can give us a call at 655-5271 or just drop in. All of our services are strictly confidential.

LA CAMPANIA
La Campana has been publishing yearbooks for the students of Montclair State University 1930. La Campana, formerly a Class 1 organization of the SGA, is now a service, open to all undergraduate students of MSU. Students are encouraged to become photographers, editors, and writers for the yearbook. The Yearbook, which receives an annual budget of between $40,000 and $50,000 from the SGA, serves as a concise record of the events, activities, organizations, and athletics of MSU. The graduating students also have their pictures printed in the yearbook. The yearbook is available to all SGA fee paying students on a first-come, first-serve basis. Students who join La Campana will gain experience in photography, typography, graphic design, and using computers and desktop publishing programs. For more information, students may come to room 111 in the Student Center Annex, or call 655-4946. All undergraduate students are welcome to join La Campana!

GET BETWEEN OUR SHEETS

LA CAMPANA
The Yearbook of Montclair State University

MONTECLARION
CLASS TWO ORGANIZATIONS

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
The MSU chapter of Amnesty International is a Class II organization of the SGA, which through the power of letters and petitions, helps to free political prisoners and abolish human rights violations throughout the world. Amnesty's headquarters is located in London, and from there, information on human rights violation is dispersed to worldwide chapters. The information is used by members to write personal letters to governments, including our own, which continuously overlook violations of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Amnesty International meets every Friday from 12 to 2 p.m. in their office, room 408 on the fourth floor of the Student Center. At each meeting we write letters and discuss future events. Upcoming events include: 9/27 Movie Night: "White Nights" Bldg. "B" 10/29 Al State Conference, Rutgers 11/12 Student Activism Day, Boston

WEEKEND COLLEGE
The Weekend College Student Association was founded in 1974. It is a multicultural association, which was created with the purpose to help students that had classes on the weekends and didn't have the opportunity to enjoy all of the education facilities and activities that weekday students had.
This association has many activities throughout the years; some of their major events are: Carnival, which is a traditional event in which all the different cultures show their traditional dances. We also have a Christmas party, intercultural trips, conferences and a traditional dinner.
Whenever you have classes on the weekends, be sure to stop by the Building "B" to enjoy the company of your friends and a cup of coffee and a bagel, which is a traditional service that the WCSA provides to all students on the weekend.

NEW M A N
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Mass: 11:00 AM Faculty Lounge
“B” Building
6:30 PM Newman Catholic Center
894 Valley Road
SIGN-UP 746-2323
Father Art Humphrey, Catholic Chaplain
Campus Minister Mary Lou Vinges, Administrative Assistant/Secretary
Young Adult Ministers
Micheline von Doehren
Ranee Camposano
Christine Cutti
Linda Palmer
Christian Riehle
Carly Kennedy
Chartered as a Class III of the SGA. Serving MSU Since 1950
CLASS THREE ORGANIZATIONS

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SOCIETY

With a world that every day seems to merge closer and closer together and the growing importance of the international community among all disciplines, it is apparent that an organization with international socio-cultural interests as well as an international approach to careers is necessary in order to compete in today's world both professionally and socially. Particularly so, because these two areas seem to go hand in hand and have been proven to be vital to each other's success in all positions situated at higher intellectual registers.

For these reasons, the International Business Society was created! However, well aware that the college experience should be as lucrative socially as it should be educationally, we have taken a different approach to what might seem to be a strictly professional club. Activities such as an international festival, social dinners and cultural activities, as well as seminars dealing with the international business world and international job opportunities, are given an equal amount of importance by all of our members. This is an organization that can pave your future as well as create friendships and open the doors to networking whether you are just starting your college experience or looking to polish it off!

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS

Bonjour!
Always been interested in the French mystique? Does their literature, music, art, food, fashion, and language captivates you? Does anything having to do with the French culture move you? Ever wondered where the French get their joie de vivre? Impressed rather than appalled by their unrelenting pride? If so, Le Cercle Francais is the club for you! No, you don't have to speak French or have climbed the Eiffel Tower. Simply, you must have an open mind, curiosity about different cultures and . . . naturellement. A passion for croissants and strong cafe' is highly recommended! Vive la Difference! Revolutionize your life by joining the "French Club"!

Events and Activities:
*Free tickets to French inspired Broadway plays, musical and operas!
*Seminars concerning French Study abroad!
*Guest speakers from the Francophone world!
*Trips to French Restaurants!
*French Film Festivals!
*Trips to French Art Exhibits!
and . . . much more!
Look for our flyers at meeting times!
Questions? Call Carmen at 342-7981 or Margo at 471-8934

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship is an evangelizing student-led fellowship that is committed to loving each other, as we seek to aid students in their growth as obedient disciples of Jesus Christ and as we proclaim Christ to our campus.

Our Large Group Meetings are held once a week at 5:00 in room 417 of the Student Center. Small Group Meetings are held at various times during the week in order to fit students' schedules. Our office is located in the Student Center in room 409 ext. 5364. Please come and join us!

MARKETING ASSOCIATION

The MSU Marketing Association is a club made up of students who have interests in marketing/business. To be a member, though, does not require one to major in marketing. The club meets once every other week and is always looking for new members. To join, stop by our office in room 447 in Partridge Hall.

Some of the events that we are planning this semester include career day, Oct. 20, 1994, a holiday party, guest speakers from various companies, and several other events still in planning. We would like to extend an invitation to you to attend our first meeting on Wednesday, September 28th at 12:30 PM in room 418 of the student center. At every meeting we will be passing around our "blue book" of current jobs that are available. Stop by we would really like to meet you.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER

The Newman Catholic Center at Montclair State University is coordinated by elected student leaders who plan and carry out the various programs listed below. The executive board is composed of Micheline von Doehren, Ranee Camposano, Christine Cutti, Linda Palmer, Christian Riehle, and Carly Kennedy. The activities of Newman revolve around your needs and suggestions and are open to all undergraduates.


Located at 894 Valley Road, the Newman Catholic Center is very easy to get to from campus. Take the path near the red "Newman Center" sign behind Morehead Hall next to the Academic Advising Center. This will lead you to the stairs behind our house. This 100+ year-old home provides a friendly place to talk, study, pray or just be yourself. The first floor offers: magazines and periodicals; and kitchenette; a prayer chapel; and the offices of Father Art and Mary Lou Vinges. Office hours are 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. The main telephone is (201) 746-2323. Our campus extension is 7240.
CLASS FOUR ORGANIZATIONS

Alpha Kappa Psi

Alpha Kappa Psi, National Professional Co-Ed Business Fraternity, was founded at New York University in 1904, and the Iota Rho Chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi at Montclair State was founded in 1973. As business majors, we help to develop certain qualities to prepare students for the business world. We help to develop the knowledge, networking, support, and leadership qualities business students need to build a successful career.

Don't be deceived by the words "professional" and "business." We are a fraternal organization consisting of brotherhood, unity, friendship, and love. The brothers of Alpha Kappa Psi are very socially active and know how to have a great time. We have social mixers with other Greek organizations, sponsor service projects within the community and participate in many on campus events. We offer the opportunity to take the first step into a lifestyle which is essential in the business world. We hope that you will consider becoming a part of our organization.

Delta Kappa Psi

Delta Kappa Psi was voted into existence in 1975 as a professional fraternity in business and economics at MSU. Since then, Delta Kappa Psi has grown and developed into one of the strongest organizations in the School of Business and one of the most highly recognized in the Greek community. Delta Kappa Psi works hard for its brothers to prepare them for their future careers by offering seminars, speakers from industry and providing a means of sharing information and networking. Delta Kappa Psi also knows that all work and no play can do more harm than good. That is why they hold some of the biggest parties at MSU. Look for the blue and gold of Delta around campus.

Delta Phi Epsilon

Delta Phi Epsilon is one of the four national sororities on campus. We were founded on September 25, 1988 at Montclair State University. As the years pass new girls come and we watch others go, but the purpose and goals stay the same. The girls in the sorority are the backbone of everything that goes on. They make everything we do happen. We have three philanthropic which include cystic fibrosis, anorexia nervosa, and the Delta Phi Epsilon Scholarship fund. We hold fund-raisers, participate in crop walks and anything else we can to support our philanthropies. Every year we hold Deepher Dude which is a male beauty pageant to raise money for cystic fibrosis. Our philanthropies are very important to our sorority. We also get involved with many things around campus. Just last fall one of our sisters won homecoming queen. We also join most of the other fraternities and sororities on campus to participate in the homecoming parade at Montclair State University. We owe all of our accomplishments throughout the years to all of the sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon. I guaranteed they all would say they are not only friends, but truly sisters.

Delta Xi Delta

Delta Xi Delta is a local sorority that has been a part of Montclair State University's Greek life since March 4, 1992. We are a close knit group who enjoy mixing with Montclair's fraternities and being active in campus activities, such as Homecoming, Spring Week, Greek Week, Campus clean-up and the lip synch contest. We also do service projects with local soup kitchens, St. Barnabas Children's hospital, the March of Dimes and the Breast Cancer Foundation.

Our sisters are of many nationalities, backgrounds, and college majors, and we open our arms to all interested ladies. Check out the green and yellow flyers, or keep an eye out for our mascot, Woodstock. For more information, please leave a note in our mailbox, located in the SGA office.
Lambda Tau Omega

Lambda Tau Omega Sorority, Inc. was founded in 1987, and in May 1988, Lambda Tau Omega was granted a charter by the Student Government Association of MSU. Our motto is “Excellence through Unity, Knowledge and Dedication,” and our purpose is to help all women excel in education, as well as in all other aspects of society. The overall membership of Lambda Tau Omega reflects diversity; the sisters are a myriad of ethnic, political and religious backgrounds. Although the sisters are quite different, we are united by our principles. Our goal: emphasis on education, cultural awareness, and a harmonious way of life.

Since its founding, Lambda Tau Omega has been engaged in numerous service community projects, both on campus as well as off campus. Several on-campus projects include Sexual Abuse workshops, breast cancer lectures, distribution of red ribbons on World Aids Day, and many more. A few off-campus service projects include Adopt-a-Beach, Project Homeless, Festival of Trees, and working with the elderly in Hospitality Care Center in Newark.

Phi Alpha Psi

Phi Alpha Psi (Senate) is the oldest fraternity on the Montclair State campus. Established in 1929 by Dr. Edward Webster, we are proud to have a long, illustrious list of brothers who have gone on to do great things for the university. In honor of their accomplishments many buildings on campus are named after Senators including Blanton, Bohn and Webster. Today Senate is a fraternity that fulfills the needs of MSU students through our social engagements. We like to characterize ourselves as the guys you see in the park with dark sunglasses and raincoats on with pants off. Thank you.

Phi Chi Beta

Phi Chi Beta is a local co-ed business fraternity of MSU. We are open to creative, active business majors and undeclared majors (who are possibly interested in a business career) to be new members. Our members believe in having fun while “taking care of business.”

We will offer you:
-A social network of Juniors and Seniors to assist you through your major or even choosing a major.
-No pledging involved, but we are involved in community service, business related functions, and still find time for parties and social gatherings.
-A casual organization that will encourage you to get involved in University functions and in the fraternity itself.
-Alumni may also help in networking in the outside world of business.
-A handy reference in the “social activities” section of your resume.

Last year, Phi Chi Beta participated in many University functions and initiated fund-raisers like our famous penny raffle. Over the summer session the fraternity visited Wall Street, The New York Stock Exchange and the Federal Reserve Bank in New York City. We are also planning a trip to the Philadelphia Business District this ‘94-’95 school year. Due to our loss of graduating fraternity members this past spring, we have limited members and are currently reorganizing and reforming the fraternity. There are official positions available for full-time or part-time participation. So now's your chance to help rebuild a fraternity and "put your two cents in!" Anyone interested in joining can call Jerry (201-239-3360) or Frank (201-338-1983) and we will be happy to answer any other questions you have. Thank you and get involved!

Phi Sigma Pi

Phi Sigma Pi is Montclair State's Co-Ed National Honors Fraternity. It is open to anyone, of any major, who has at least a 3.0 G.P.A. It is a Class IV organization of the SGA, with chapters throughout New Jersey and the U.S.

Although academic performance is a major part, Phi Sigma Pi is more than that. We sponsor service projects that in the past have raised money for animal charities, and collected food and clothing for the homeless. We also have an active social agenda with holiday parties, group activities, a national convention and many more events throughout the year.

If you would like more information, call Kristy at 655-5083.
Phi Sigma Sigma

Phi Sigma Sigma was founded at Montclair State in 1988. We were the first national sorority on campus. We pride ourselves on being a very diverse organization. During the past six years we have initiated and participated in many activities involving the campus and community. Our philanthropy is the National Kidney Foundation and every year we sponsor a Rock-A-Thon to raise money for this cause.

We are anticipating a very productive year. Besides our annual Rock-A-Thon we have many events on our calendar, including: the AIDS walk, fundraising for the Michelle Stacey Friedman Fund (in memory of one of our founding sisters), and campus clean up. We are looking forward to Sapphire ball, Homecoming, Cotillion, Spring Week and many other social events this year. The fall semester at MSU is already in high gear...and so is Phi Sigma Sigma.

Sigma Delta Tau

Sigma Delta Tau Gamma Xi chapter, one of four National Sororities of MSU was founded at Montclair State University in January of 1990. Our colors are old blue and cafe au lait, our mascot is the teddy bear and our symbol is the torch. Our philanthropy is the National Prevention of Child Abuse. Currently, our sorority consists of approximately 35 active sisters. SDT is very active on campus. We participate in many Greek functions, including events such as Greek Week (champions in 91,92,93, and 94). We also participate in Homecoming. For Homecoming this October, we are working with the brothers of Alpha Chi Rho. For the Fall '94 and Spring '95 semesters we have fund-raisers planned which we hope many students at MSU would enjoy.

Theta Kappa Chi

Founded in the spring semester of 1985, Theta Kappa Chi is a social sorority with a purpose. Our purpose is to help the underprivileged children of the community. Some of our activities include sponsoring a child in a third world country, our annual Christmas toy drive, as well as making trips to various orphanages such as the Holley Center and the Davis House.

We are also very active socially. We participate in homecoming, have on and off campus mixers, our annual Christmas party and double rose formal, and also the MSU sorority cotillion. In the past years we have placed in Greek Week and took first in the hot legs contest.

We also participate in flag-football and won the intramural softball championship with Delta Chi.

This spring will be our 10th anniversary and it's going to be great! In the coming year we will be having many more events. We don't require a bid to pledge, just be yourself. Theta Kappa Chi - strength in sisterhood.

Theta Xi

Theta Xi National Social Fraternity prides itself in a strong brotherhood, active social calendar, and commitment to servicing the campus and the community. The National Fraternity was founded in 1864, producing a wealth of National History. Theta Xi has also developed a rich Chapter history defined by brothers that persist to make Theta Xi great.

Many of the brothers of Theta Xi are displaying their leadership in campus organizations such as on the Executive Boards of the SGA and the Greek Council, and as members of the Montclairion, WMSC, and MSU's Board of Trustees. Theta Xi is always looking for more men to add to their distinct brotherhood. (We can be contacted through our mailbox in the SGA office.)
ORGANIZATIONS OF THE SGA

CLASS ONE ORGANIZATIONS

Class One Concerts
C.L.U.B.
Conservation Club
L.A.S.O.
The MONTCLARION
O.S.A.U.
Players
Quarterly
S.I.L.C.
WMSC-FM

CLASS TWO ORGANIZATIONS

Quarterly Amnesty International
S.I.L.C.
WMSC-FM

CLASS THREE ORGANIZATIONS

Anthropology club
Arab Student Organization
Association of Indians (AIM)
Caribbean Student Organization
Chi Alpha
College Bowl Club
EOF Student Advisory Board
Geoscience Club
Haitian Student Organization
Health Professions Club
Hellenic Student Organization
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Management Club
Math and Computer Science Club
MSC Accounting Club
MSC Republican Club
Newman Community
Panzer Gym Association
Pre-med Professional Club
Pride
Quest
Student Paralegal Association
Translation Club

CLASS FOUR ORGANIZATIONS

Alpha Iota Chi
Alpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Omega
Delta Chi
Delta Epsilon Chi
Delta Kappa Psi
Delta Phi Epsilon
Delta Sigma Theta
Delta XI Delta
Lamda Sigma Upsilon
Lamda Tau Omega
Lamda Theta Alpha
Lamda Theta Phi
Mu Sigma Upsilon
Phi Alpha Delta
Phi Alpha Psi
Sigma Delta Phi
Sigma Gamma Rho
Sigma Tau Nu
Tau Phi Beta
Theta Kappa Chi
Theta Xi
Zeta Beta Tau

SERVICES OF THE SGA

Drop In Center
La Campana

CLASS THREE ORGANIZATIONS

Amnesty International
Weekend College Association
MONTCLAIRON Mailbag: students concerns on parking, guns, Cuba revisited

In case cuban wondering...

My colleague George Calle has again loosed upon the university the kind of conservative nonsense that only Calle could bring us.

Calle’s column on the present situation in Cuba intrigued me. He calls Cuba a “living anachronism of Marx’s failed utopia.” To blame Marx for the failure of communism would be like blaming Christ for the dwindling numbers of devout Christians. Marx once responded to the numerous, and often incorrect interpretations of his idea by saying “I am not a Marxist.”

Calle also confuses “American property and industry” with “American interests.” The United States liberated Cuba from Spanish rule and put it under its own rule instead of declaring it an independent nation. In this light, we can see that Cuba was nothing more than a piece of real estate being fought over by two imperialist countries. Under U.S. rule, property was forcibly taken to allow American businesses an open-door policy to free land and cheap labor in Cuba.

Castro felt the same way that foreign leaders such as Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh, Chile’s Salvador Allende, Iran’s Mohammed Mossadegh and Guatemala’s Jacobo Arbenz: they all felt that their countries should be independent and that they and their people should decide who will do business with. Allende, Mossadegh and Arbenz were all overthrown by coups engineered by the Central Intelligence Agency because they threatened the easy access that American businesses and the military had to those countries.

We can see that the “U.S. hegemony” that Calle idealizes truthfully did not help the people of Cuba. The fact that 90 percent of all Cubans were illiterate until Castro took power and implemented literacy programs proves this.

Calle also tried to ascribe the problems in Nicaragua to Castro-backed Communist guerrillas. I don’t think that the U.S.-backed (or more succinctly, the Reagan-Nixon backed) contra forces as being the wonderful liberators of Nicaragua. The contra’s job was to bring down the Sandinista supporters. Nicaragua was nothing more than another excursion in the history of the United States’ invasions and interventions in Latin American countries whenever American business interests were threatened.

In private conversation, Calle told me he heard the idea of Cubans at Guantanamo Bay being trained to go into Nicaragua. Throughout the 1960’s, this idea was implemented. Anti-Castro Cubans were trained by military and CIA advisers to attempt to overthrow Castro. This policy had devastating results. The FBI reports that many of these right-wing Cubans intimidated and murdered Castro supporters in their own communities. Some may remember that some of these same people were arrested during the Watergate break-in.

I remember watching the news when the coverage on the Cuban refugees began surfacing in the media. I remember hearing one of the refugees say, “I have made it to the land of freedom!” I was happy for the man. Freedom is one of the greatest feelings in the world. However, I felt bad for the man because I was sure that he was going to find out the hard way about the unemploymen, inadequate medical care and the poverty that many immigrants suffer in this country. I wish him the best.

I am in no way offering a blanket defense of Castro. His policies of placing homosexuals in concentration campus, censorship and economic deprivation outrage me. I object to Calle’s fantasy of the United States being a sinless, benevolent utopia. Calle’s misguided patriotism blinds him. In conclusion, I am reminded of Malcolm X’s thoughts on patriotism: “You’re not supposed to be so blinded by patriotism that you can’t see reality. Wrong is wrong no matter who says it or who does it.” Perhaps Calle can think on that.

Frank Fleishman
Political Science

Arm those cops, please

The subject of allowing the Campus Police to carry firearms has risen again. Once more, I hear students voice their opinions that the Campus Police should not be permitted to arm themselves as adequately as “regular” police officers. Most seem to have this belief that if you give the Campus Police guns, they are going to run rampant through the campus, guns blazing, shooting everything that moves. This is the most shamefully ridiculous thing I have ever heard. The arming of the police should not even be an issue.

Our Campus Police have went through the exact same rigorous training that the police in our home towns have gone through. This includes training in the ability to use a firearm in a proper manner as a crime deterrent. This being the case, I have to ask, Why can’t our own Campus Police, the men and women who’s job it is to protect us and keep this campus safe, be adequately equipped to do so?

Ask any police officer, and they will tell you that their firearm is an invaluable piece of equipment in doing their job safely and effectively. Every time a police officer starts his/her shift, he is putting his life on the line for our safety. If allowing them to carry a sidearm gives them help, as well as us added safety in doing their job, then I’m all for it.

Despite what SGA legislator Onix Noa thinks, it takes far less than “...armed gangs out there trying to fight” to pose a threat to the safety of students, faculty, and Campus Police (quote taken from Montclarion, Sept. 15, 1994). Crime on this campus is on the uprise, and the level of violence on this campus is beginning to get serious. This poses an increasing threat to us, as well as the lives of our unarmed police force. An adequately armed police force will enable this problem to be dealt with properly. I am disappointed that one of our SGA legislature doesn’t recognize this. His statement was a display of blatant ignorance of what being a police officer is all about. I guess to him, MSU is perfectly safe until...armed gangs come around.

Working/volunteering in the field of emergency medical services, I work alongside police officers very often, and occasionally I get a mild taste of the risks and threats they face. Personally, if I require a police officer’s help in a “hairy” situation, I’m secure in knowing they are adequately equipped to do so. I can’t say the same when I walk the grounds of this campus.

To everyone who shares my viewpoint, please voice your concerns as I have. We need to tell the campus community that arming our police properly will only benefit us, not hurt us. Let’s show the Campus Police a little support for what they do for us. They do much more than just write tickets.

Louis Cañiero III
Bus. Adm. - Senior

Letter policy

The MONTCLAIRON supports a free and open exchange of opinions on any relevant issue via our letter page. Submissions should be delivered to the office of the MONTCLAIRON, room 113 Student Center Annex, care of Ron Albanese. Authors of works are responsible for contents therein. Letters may be edited for brevity or libel.

Captain’s log

9:35 a.m. — I am pulling into the Quarry and I have to make a 10:00 appointment. No parking to be found anywhere in the Quarry. I could park illegally, but those spots have already been taken. Now what, CLOVE?

9:43 a.m. — I fly down to Clove, find a parking spot. Now I have to be in building “B” in 17 minutes. No problem, I’ll catch the shuttle bus.

9:54 a.m. — I boarded the shuttle bus, except this shuttle bus doesn’t stop at College Hall, which means a mad sprint from the Student Center (by the way I am publicly apologizing for that poor young lady I knocked over).

10:02 — arrived at my interview. Well, with no thanks to Montclari, I got the job (thanks Marie).

I am a second year student here at MSU and I must say that I love this school and everything about it, except the parking (and what happened to PePSI?). If you don’t get there by nine in the morning, you are parking illegally or at Clove. Did the entire state of New Jersey enroll at MSU as commuters? Well, my major gripe is the shuttle bus. Yet, if I walk, it’s faster than waiting for the bus. So let me ask this question, Why aren’t there more buses circulating? I can’t think of a time when I have driven by where the buses are parked and I haven’t seen one or two parked there. I think about it, if you only have to wait four to five minutes as opposed to the usual 15 minutes (once I even waited 23 minutes) a lot more people would take the bus and less people would complain about parking. Happy motoring!

Paul Zeller
Computer Science Major
It started out simple enough. I saw an ad in the paper — Cheap Trick appearing at Sun Tan Lake September 18. Being a long-time fan of the band, and a burgeoning journalist (I hope), I decided to try to take these interests and combine them into a day of interrogative reporting and concert attending. To get the ball rolling, I easily enough looked up the publicity department's number at Warner Bros. Records, current home of the band. In last August I made my first contact with the powers that be in reference to interview department's number at Warner Bros. Records, current home of the band. I n last August I made my first contact with the powers that be in reference to interview department's number at Warner Bros. Records.

Carla, the label representative (first exciting me) “Hi, Ron, how are you? Acting on my intuition, I picked up the horn and dialed Warner (a process which by this time I could do in sleep). My hunch was on target, for I was told that an interview would be taking place, at Sun Tan Lake, backstage, day of the show, which at this time included Stuttering John with his namesake band and David Lee Roth. However, this news soon turned into a hollow victory of sorts, because although it was arranged, the last hitch was that a time for the meeting was to be determined by Cheap Trick’s touring manager, Mike Herl. I was to be apprised via a phone call from him by Sunday (and it was now Friday afternoon). The news went over like a lead balloon. This guy is never going to call me! He’s on tour, busy doing on-tour things! Yeah, he’s going to call me some guy from a student newspaper! Ah, the indignity. Ironically, my doubting Thomas attitude paid off... Sunday rolled around, no phone call and I engaged plan B. I embarked on a mission to Sun Tan Lake with my accomplice, honorary Montclarion member/photographer Antoinette Morin. We had credentials, thanks to Chris Hinck, and possibly the most pathetic, sad, yet hopeful expressions on our faces as we approached the check-in area. I explained our situation to anybody with ears (i.e. a set-up interview, but how and what time?) and a security guy sprinted up a hill to explain my scenario to Stan Levinstone, who was involved in presenting the event. It turned out that we were on the guest list for Cheap Trick. We went in triumphant and nervous, for I realized that during all this I seem to have forgotten to write out my interview questions!

So, we were in the place and life was great, then another cliffhanger arose. Over the P.A. system came this booming announcement: “Ron Albanese from the Montclarion, please report to the front gate.” Oh no! I walked over, thinking to myself that Antoinette and I are getting kicked out, because everything that had happened up to this point had me wondering what might go wrong. But it turned out that our laminated passes were ready for us to pick up. Phew! Now I was ready.

Now would be a good time to report on some of the other acts that performed before Cheap Trick. The first band I saw was a little late. They mingled with fans and posed for photos, mostly at the behest of my sidekick Miss Morin. During all this, various Cheap Trick road crew personnel spoke with members of the group, discussing last minute changes and so on. It was a pretty chaotic scene but I did manage to corner Mr. Tom Petersson, bass player for the group and got a few
questions. He was very polite and cooperative. The following is a few selected excerpts from my conversation.

Ron Albanese — Woke Up With a Monster (Trick’s latest release) has been out for a while, are you satisfied with it?
T.P. — Oh, yeah. We’re usually not too happy with them (records). We take a little while doing them, so...

R.A. — Right, it’s definitely been a while between Budstik (the band’s last collection of new songs) and the new one. Any thoughts on the recently released Budstik II?
T.P. — It was originally going to be a double album (the original At Budstik) but we just didn’t release it that way.

R.A. — There are three songs on there from the ’79 Japan tour.
T.P. — Yeah, I don’t know how that happened. I don’t know why there’s not more of that tour on there.

R.A. — Are you guys taking part in an Elvis tribute album?
T.P. — No. We should be. We’re the only band to ever have a top-10 single of an Elvis cover.
R.A. — What’s your favorite Cheap Trick album?
T.P. — I don’t really have one.
R.A. — Will you guys ever do “She’s Tight” live again?
T.P. — We do it occasionally.

R.A. — Would the band ever do an Unplugged type of thing?
T.P. — No. We probably should have done it a long time ago. It’s so overdone it’s just sickening.

R.A. — On the new record, “Love Me For a Minute” showcases great bass playing. Your playing is evocative of “I Love You, Honey But I Hate Your Friends,” off All Shook Up. I take it you’re into Ron Wood?
T.P. — Oh yeah! No one would ever think that, except you...and me! I wish he would have played bass in the Stones and that they got like a steel player on guitar and him on the bass. He was great with the Jeff Beck group.

R.A. — How much longer will Cheap Trick endure?
T.P. — I don’t know.
R.A. — Day to day?
T.P. — That’s all it’s ever been.
R.A. — Well, Tom, thanks a lot.

I then let Tom Petersson go and got ready to sit in Cheap Trick (Robin Zander – lead vocals, guitar; Bun E. Carlos – drums and Rick Nielsen – lead guitar, vocals) on stage in what turned out to be a stellar performance form the group, about the best I’ve ever seen them. Taking the stage while circus music blasted, Cheap Trick opened with “My Gang” and went straight into the very punky “He’s a Whore” (off their very first al-
bum) to show they meant business.

The band’s look for the day was firmly entrenched in their tradition of uniqueness. Zander was dressed to the nines in a zoot-style suit, while Petersson, on this 70 degree day, opted for the Shane look, complete with cowboy hat and full-length coat, both black. Rick Nielsen had on his omnipresent baseball cap and was also sporting a rather thick goatee and handlebar mustache.

During an early break, resident joker of the band, Nielsen addressed the sizable crowd by stating, “Hello, we’re Cheap Trick, we’re a brand new band.” This quote is perfect; in a lot of ways, Cheap Trick does appear to be new. A new label, a new album and substantial airplay have all contributed to give the band a rejuvenated feel, shedding the “road dog” impression I got from the group when seeing them last year.

The set list included just the right amount of new, old, hits and rarities to satisfy a wide spectrum of fans. However, if “C’mon, C’mon” and “Everything Works if You Let It” don’t find their way back into the set soon I’ll be mad. Anyway, “Woke Up With a Monster” was a highlight, as was “You’re All I Wanna Do.”

The inclusion of their 70’s classic “Big Eyes” was definitely a crowd-pleaser, “Big Eyes” was definitely a crowd-pleaser; everything sounded great. Every instrument was easily available, including the sometimes difficult to hear guitar playing of Robin Zander. After “Goodnight Now” Cheap Trick left the stage after about an hour and ten minutes (how about a longer set, guys?).

If you’ve never heard of the band, or have never seen them live, I would strongly recommend changing that. Especially in this day and age of indifferent, narcissistic, “meaningful” bands that are the rage. As they were in 1977, Cheap Trick today remains an anomaly in rock-n-roll. They’ve lasted twenty years which in itself is kind of a dubious achievement, but they’re still great, onstage and off.

I would like to sincerely thank Carla at Warner Bros. Records, Mike Heri, Cheap Trick’s touring manager and the bands’ road crew for their help, time and consideration. I also would like to thank Tom Peterson for all of the above plus for giving me inspiration.

The fall season is again upon us, and that means the networks are dishing out their annual lineup of new shows. Who’s going to have the next Casby Show or Roseanne? I’m good, but even I can’t predict that. I will, however, give my own personal selections on what looks good this fall.

All American Girl (Wednesdays, 8:30, ABC) puts standup comic Margaret Cho into the spotlight as a Korean-American college grad with a dead-end department store job who still lives at home and has to deal with conflicts between her “Americanized” views and her family’s more traditional outlook. Not only is Cho cute (a pretty face is always an asset on TV), but she’s funny. I’ve seen her in comedy clubs, and she has no trouble in holding an audience’s interest. That alone got me interested, but the verdict will be out after this goes to press, so an in-depth look will have to wait. Also, be prepared to hear from anti-Asian bashers from this one, but if you can’t laugh at yourself, who can you laugh at?

My So-Called Life (Thursdays, 8:00, ABC) reels of thirty-something (no wonder, it has the same producers), but according to the press releases and critics alike, doesn’t whine like its older cousin. Claire Danes is a 15-year old high-school student that has to deal with all the horrors of growing up that we had to. It’s definitely appealing to its own demographics, but will older people, like college students and upwards, want to relive their childhood? Still, it looks promising, and it deserves a look.

The following is a few selected looks at it from an entire hospital’s point of view...

Welcome, loyal readers, to another action-packed roller coaster ride that I like to call “The Prophet”!

Here’s an idea: Breakfast Club 2. According to the original writer-director John Hughes, this idea could become reality...soon. The original 1985 film was a box office winner which picked up a larger following in video. The Breakfast Club reached and touched everybody somewhere. I know what you’re thinking, “Oh look, a shitty sequel with new for the 90’s versions of the original characters. Yay!” Well, sort of. In fact, all of the characters remain the same and are played by the same actors. Yes, that’s right. The “Brat Pack” is back. Watch for more news.

As The Prophet is fond of reminding you, always catch live theater whenever possible. The EMU community’s been stirring in the EMS community for years. July so it’s guaranteed that at least one medical professional will want to watch it. It’s not as well-publicized as E.R. but guaranteed, a lot of people will watch one and tape the other.

This is only a smattering of the new stuff coming out, but this is what I’ll be watching for a while, unless it really sucks. And, speaking of new stuff, Fox is bringing back its critically-acclaimed hit Alien Nation...well, sort of. I’ll talk about that next week. Happy watching!
An other surprise song was the little-known have been up to since their last release.

ters to wonder what the Chili Peppers probably causing most audience mem-


damn it, that's what they were going todo.


...just the beer). The band did excellent covers of Alice in Chains' songs - the dark and heavy "Would" as well as the more grooving "No Excuses," but more mesmerizing were the back-to-back Candlebox melodies - "You" and "Far Behind."

The night wrapped up with a jumping, thrashing Rage Against the Machine song, which prompted some to form a mini-mosh pit (yes, in the Rat, I know it's hard to fathom), and this was the perfect cli-

max to an evening of menacing music.

It was obvious that the band as well as the audience (those who hung on until the end) had a great time. Despite the fact that the show took forever to get under-

way and despite the fact that not a single Nirvana song was played, Yo Cuz proved they could put on one of the tightest, most modern sets of covers around. Class One Concerts would be doing themselves a favor by welcoming Yo Cuz back to the Rat anytime in the near future.

REVIEW: Yo Cuz - cover band at the Rathskeller

by Robert Lefever

For those of you who chose not to stick around the Rathskeller last Wednesday night for the performance of Yo Cuz, you missed what eventually turned out to be a great show. Yes, I too was getting a bit annoyed by all the technical mishaps - the fits of ear-threatening feedback, the loss sound problems, showing that they had come to play good music, and damn it, that's what they were going to do.

The band pressed on with a most likely uneventful tunes in which one second everything was really starting to kick, but in then the next the only thing to be heard was the drums. But rather than simply dismissing the song, the band picked up where they had left off once the power was regained, professionally unfazed by the endless sound problems, showing that they had come to play good music, and damn it, that's what they were going to do.

The ever-popular "No Rain" was a chance for Yo Cuz's lead singer to display his versatility in his vocal pitch and to show that he had a smooth enough charisma to actually get some audience members up to dance (or then again, it could have been just the beer).

The band did excellent covers of Alice in Chains' songs - the dark and heavy "Would" as well as the more grooving "No Excuses," but more mesmerizing were the back-to-back Candlebox melodies - "You" and "Far Behind."

The night wrapped up with a jumping, thrashing Rage Against the Machine song, which prompted some to form a mini-mosh pit (yes, in the Rat, I know it's hard to fathom), and this was the perfect climax to an evening of menacing music.

It was obvious that the band as well as the audience (those who hung on until the end) had a great time. Despite the fact that the show took forever to get underway and despite the fact that not a single Nirvana song was played, Yo Cuz proved they could put on one of the tightest, most modern sets of covers around. Class One Concerts would be doing themselves a favor by welcoming Yo Cuz back to the Rat anytime in the near future.
Classifieds...

Private home. Third floor with own bathroom. Parking. Female only. No pets. 902-3026.

After school childcare. Two children, ages seven and 10, Monday through Thursday 2:15-6:15 PM. Must have a car, we live two blocks from the University. Good salary. Call 742-8614.

Creative people to assemble gift baskets. Part time. Flexible hours. Fund job, good pay. Also, drivers to do deliveries. Fruit Basket King West Caldwell 228-1252.

Mush tutor needed for 13 year old child. Must be good with children. (201)227-1851 AM.

Part time telemarketing. Seeking enthusiastic people to compliment our staff. AM., afternoon, and PM. shifts available.

Salary and commissions. Average $8 - $12 per hour. 227-8802.

Child care - Enthusiastic, fun-loving student to care for two great kids in Up. Montclair home. Tuesdays and Thursdays, some morning time and afternoons from 2:00-6:30 PM (flexible). Trans. req'd. Call Barbara 783-0746.

Child care needed after school and some evenings. Must have car and refs. Please call "Mary" 704-7358.


Respond, compulsive cleaners wanted for houses in Montclair area. FT/PT avail. Make own hours. Must have car. 746-7579 leave message.


After-school childcare needed for active eight year old boy. One or two days per week. (3 PM - 7PM.) Must be caring energetic, dependable and willing to play, supervise homework, etc. Need car for pick up at Montclair Public School and transport to home. Non-smoker with good driving record. References required. Good salary! Please call 744-8740.

Fund-raising. Choose from three different fund-raisers lasting either three or seven days. No investment. Earn $$$ for your group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

Telemarketing-Part time, evenings/ Saturday, hourly wage, no experience necessary. Totowa Route 46 office, pleasant working environment, full-time positions also available. Call for interview 256-1818.

Non-smoking, professional female seeks same to share spacious, newly renovated two-bedroom apartment. Very convenient location. Call (201)812-6234.

Baby sitter wanted for after school care from 3:00 up to 7:00 PM. Must have car and references. Call 509-973T.

Rental: Looking for two roommates to share one family house. Separate quarters. Two bedrooms, kitchen, living room, bathroom. Plenty of parking. Hillcrest area. Call (201)904-1376.

After school care and driving for 10 and 14 year old children. Must have own car. References required. 746-3835.

Spring Break: 95 Eam FREE, tips, cash and year round travel discounts, through the East Coast's leader of ski & spring break destinations. Call Epicuroa Tours today! 1-800-231-4571.

Child loving, reliable & experienced baby sitter with own trans - position needed for weekends evenings & possible weekend day hours. $5/hr. Call 783-5906 (Montclair).

After school help needed for two boys ages 12 and 15, Monday-Friday 2:30-6:30 PM. (approximately). Driving, light housekeeping, supervising dinner and homework. Salary flexible. Please call 783-5188.

Roomy house to share. Woes: off street parking & laundry. One block to N.Y. trans. $575 per month. Call (201)764-8524.

Baby sitter wanted: One day, Tuesday or Thursday, (10 a.m. - 5 p.m.), plus some weekend evens, for two young kids in Glen Ridge home. References, patience and lively personality required. Candy (201)698-0915.

Baby sitter(s) needed, for 3 pre-school girls, weekday afternoons, Wednesday 3-8 PM. and some Saturday evenings, near school. References and experience required. (201)763-2951.

Seeking student to care for my three year old daughter Thursday afternoons 11 AM -2PM plus other flexible hours and occasional evenings. Near college. Call Laura 509-1477.

Female part-time student needs spare room or sofa in Montclair two-nites per week (Wednesday and Thursday) due to long commute. WILL help you with your rent. (201)790-4943.

Mentor for Seton Hall Prep Freshman. Pick up after school, supervise homework. Salary plus quiet study area and access to computer and on-line research. M-F. Kris Fischer. (201)761-6162.

Baby sitter wanted Mondays and Wednesdays, 3:00-7:30PM, for three children, ages five and eight. Own car required. Good pay. Call 746-7399.

Baby sitter: $7/hr. For three and five-year-olds in Ridgewood home. Two afternoons plus some evens & weekends. Flexible. Call 445-3669.

Baby sit for my children in my Upper Montclair home. You must: have your own transportation, be available Mondays and Fridays, provide references, love kids. Call 746-7524, evenings.

Wanted: part-time or evening student for live in/out childcare position in West Orange, NJ. Must love children, have own transportation and be a non-smoker. Great references a must. Call Andrew or Emily at (201)669-3705.


Female model needed by photographer. Part-time, flexible hours, no nudity, no experience required. $20/hr. (201)252-8750.

In regards to the flyers of AIA of WPC, a group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself.

In regards to the flyers of AIA of WPC, a group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. The Montclairion/September 8, 1994

To the Montclair Observer. We have decided to change the name of Annunciations to Morningstar. In regards to the flyers of AIA of WPC, a group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. The Montclairion/September 8, 1994


**CREF Stock Account**
**CREF Bond Market Account**
**CREF Social Choice Account**

The comfortable combination of risk and return has earned the CREF Stock Account a five-star rating.*

After studying CREF's performance history, Morningstar gave five-stars—its highest rating—to both the CREF Stock and Bond Market Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the CREF Social Choice Account!* In fact, the CREF Stock Account was singled out as having "...one of the best 10-year records among variable annuities."** Of course, past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Morningstar also called attention to CREF's "...rock-bottom" fees—something that can really add to the size of your nest-egg down the road. What's more, TIAA's traditional annuity—which offers guaranteed principal and interest plus the opportunity for dividends—was cited as having the highest fixed account interest rate among all annuities in its class.

We're happy to accept Morningstar's glowing ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll keep focusing on something more down-to-earth: building the financial future you want and deserve.

For more information about our Morningstar ratings or TIAA-CREF, just call 1-800-842-2776.

INS'T IT NICE WHEN THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.

Over 1.6 million people in education and research know that choosing TIAA-CREF was a smart move. And now everyone else does too. Because Morningstar—one of the nation's leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund information—has some stellar things to say about our retirement investment accounts.


**Morningstar Inc., 1060 LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60603. Morningstar is an independent service that rates mutual funds and variable annuity accounts. These ratings are subject to change each month. The top 10% of funds in each class receive five stars, the following 22.5% receive four stars.

***Among the variable annuity accounts ranked by Morningstar: the CREF Stock Account was one of 12 growth and income accounts with 10 or more years of performance. Morningstar ranks the performance of a variable annuity account relative to its investment class based on total returns.

TIAA CREF

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.*
A SMALL RED SPACCAFT BREAKS THROUGH THE CLOUD COVER OF MASTER'S SYSTEM PLANETS.

AT THE CONTROLS, IT MNE OTHER TEARLESS HERO. SPACEMAN SPIFF piloting OVER THE USELESS WORLD REFLECTS ON HIS UNUSUAL MISSION.

IMPERCEPTIBLE AT FIRST, THE PLANET SLOWLY MOVES TOWARDS THE HERO. UNTIL-

THE PLANETS CRASH, CREATING A SMATTERING OF SPACE. PLANET 5, BEING SMALLER, IS CRUNCHED TO OUST ONLY ONE REMAINS.

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

At the Crabbiness Research Institute
Dear Abby Normal
With this week's guest advisor, Doctor Jack KeVorkian. (as played by John J. O'Sullivan)

Dear Abby Normal,
My girlfriend of ten years just left me for some bodybuilder English teacher from Burkina Faso. My mother just got killed in a freak skydiving accident, and my cat just got run over by my neighbor, Bob the Plumber. My refrigerator just died, and all of my food went bad, making my house smell as bad as Bill Clinton's armpit. Life really sucks and I really don't feel like I can live anymore. Please help me.

Signed,
Really Really Really Depressed

Dear Really Really Really Depressed,
You're just in luck! I'm having a sale this week on "Do-it-yourself" electrocutions! If you hurry quickly, you can get fried for half the price! Plus you get a free paring knife at no extra cost to you!

Dear Abby Normal,
I have met the greatest guy in the whole world! We're scheduled to get married this November, and we have the picture perfect relationship. My question to you is, what colors should I use for the wedding?

Signed,
Sickening Happy Person.

Dear Sickening Happy Person,
You may be happy right now, but do you really know him? Does he really love you, or is he just using you for your money? In fact, I just got pictures of your 'soon to be' spouse, Jack Elbert Parkerson, making it with some chick from the local "International House of Pancakes". In fact, he is already married to 5 other women, under various pseudo-names. Depressed, eh? Well if you are, c'mon down; that half price electrocution thing is still on! As so far as colors go, I've always been partial to black.

Sincerely,
Thespian Elvis

ACROSS
1. Elementary school
2. Inner city doctor
3. Thespien and truck driver
4. Convicted murderer
5. Overworked photographer
6. Convicted murderer
7. New England state (abbr.)
8. Tantamount to
9. River in Scotland
10. Rudder
11. Race car driver wooing Nancy Sinatra
12. Riverboat gambler
13. Carnival singer
14. Rock singer in England
15. Race car driver wooing a race car driver
16. Millionaire's son turned singer
17. Chaperone for mobster's daughter
18. Soldier stationed in Germany
19. Inheritor of pineapple fortune
20. Movie star visiting the Middle East
21. Tuna boat fisherman
22. Elvis' character dies
23. Hillbilly and military office (Two roles in one movie!)
24. New Orleans night club singer with a penchant for crime
25. Manager of travelling show in the 1920s

DIRECTIONS: Match the Elvis Presley movie title with the description of the role he played.

DOWN
1. Elementary school
2. Inner city doctor
3. Thespien and truck driver
4. Convicted murderer
5. Overworked photographer
6. Convicted murderer
7. New England state (abbr.)
8. Tantamount to
9. River in Scotland
10. Rudder
11. Race car driver wooing Nancy Sinatra
12. Riverboat gambler
13. Carnival singer
14. Rock singer in England
15. Race car driver wooing a race car driver
16. Millionaire's son turned singer
17. Chaperone for mobster's daughter
18. Soldier stationed in Germany
19. Inheritor of pineapple fortune
20. Movie star visiting the Middle East
21. Tuna boat fisherman
22. Elvis' character dies
23. Hillbilly and military office (Two roles in one movie!)
24. New Orleans night club singer with a penchant for crime
25. Manager of travelling show in the 1920s

Crossword Companion

ACROSS
1. Elementary school
2. Inner city doctor
3. Thespien and truck driver
4. Convicted murderer
5. Overworked photographer
6. Convicted murderer
7. New England state (abbr.)
8. Tantamount to
9. River in Scotland
10. Rudder
11. Race car driver wooing Nancy Sinatra
12. Riverboat gambler
13. Carnival singer
14. Rock singer in England
15. Race car driver wooing a race car driver
16. Millionaire's son turned singer
17. Chaperone for mobster's daughter
18. Soldier stationed in Germany
19. Inheritor of pineapple fortune
20. Movie star visiting the Middle East
21. Tuna boat fisherman
22. Elvis' character dies
23. Hillbilly and military office (Two roles in one movie!)
24. New Orleans night club singer with a penchant for crime
25. Manager of travelling show in the 1920s

Papercuts by Parag Joshi

Nastradamus's other prophecies:

2000 A.D. A new form of energy is found.
2095 A.D. Neptune is colonized.
3126 A.D. The Meaning of Life is understood.
4050 A.D. The Universe Ends.
5125 A.D. Peace in the Middle East.

Well, are you people going to give us personals? They're free for God's sake! All you have to do is get your butt down to the MONTCLARION and give us your message. Jeesh!
MSU improves in win over W. Connecticut
Volker benched despite two touchdown passes

by Glenn Steinberg

For some people, the third time is a charm. That seemed to hold true for the MSU Red Hawks, who were 0-2 before winning 27-7 against Western Connecticut on Saturday night at Sprague Field. The Red Hawks' (1-2) running game came to life with 206 net rushing yards, while their passing game only mustered up 69. But the latter accounted for two touchdowns.

In one of the stranger happenings of the game, head coach Rick Giancola benched quarterback Darrin Volker with a 1-0 lead in the second quarter to give freshman Brian Cooney some playing time.

In the first quarter, Volker completed three of four passes for 48 yards and one touchdown, a pass to wide receiver Tremaine Wimberly. According to Giancola, he was benched because there were a couple of things that he had to get straight with the senior signal-caller.

"We needed to go over things," said Giancola. "Things he wasn't seeing." According to him, Volker was not seeing open receivers and reading the defense. But it helped the quarterback. "It motivated him," said Giancola.

The Red Hawks came out fast furious, scoring touchdowns on their first two possessions to make the score 14-0. Their first score was after 4:22 expired from the clock on the opening drive. It consisted of nine plays covering 68 yards, ending on a three-yard run by Volker and Scott Rubinetti's extra point.

The next MSU TD was set up by an interception by defensive back Jermaine Johnson on the MSU 47-yard line. The highlight of the second drive was when they gambled on fourth-and-three and Volker completed a 10-yard pass to wide receiver Tyrone Rolls. Then with 5:20 remaining in the first quarter, Volker found Wimberly for a 25-yard pass to make the score 14-0.

Giancola said they gambled on fourth-and-three because the offense was moving the ball well. "I think it was something our team needed," said Giancola, who won his fifth game as Red Hawk coach. "It gave them a lift and raised their confidence."

In the second quarter, MSU's offense took a break. Cooney stepped in for Volker and proved to be inefficient. Out of their three possessions in the quarter, the Red Hawks were forced to punt twice, and Rubinetti's 22-yard field goal attempt was wide left.

The Colonials had their only score of the game in the second quarter. Their touchdown drive ended with running back Eric Buribeau running for three yards up the middle. Joe DiGregorio's extra point made the score 14-7.

In the second half, the Red Hawks scored a touchdown in both the third and fourth quarters. Volker connected with senior wide receiver Tyrone Rolls on a 10-yard pass to give them a 21-7 lead.

Then, MSU scored the final points of the game in the fourth quarter. Fullback A.J. Wells took a handoff from Volker and raced downfield for a 62-yard touchdown to conclude the scoring.

For the game the junior, who was named to the NJAC honor roll had 12 carries for 109 yards. On the season, Wells doubled his carries in only one game. He now has 24 carries for 177 yards, a 7.4-yard per carry average.

Also, Neil Ruiz improved his statistics. He had 62 yards on 12 carries, a five-yard per rush average.

RED HAWK NOTES: After three games, MSU ranks fifth in both offense and defense. They average only 258.7 yards per game while giving up 395 yards per contest.

Practice made defense 'better'

by Glenn Steinberg

Simply put, MSU coach Rick Giancola credited the improved play of the defensive and offensive unit to their practice.

"We practiced better this week," said Giancola. "We had very solid practices and improved day-by-day."

That differed from the previous weeks of practice because one day they would have a good practice and the next day they would practice poorly.

Giancola said the biggest key to the Red Hawks' win was going out early and scoring points. Those two helped them dictate the game. Their defense saw they had a lead to protect to dictate the tempo of the game.

According to Giancola, the defensive unit improved over the last two losses. "We put a little pressure on their quarterback and forced bad throws that lead to interceptions," he said.

In all, the Red Hawks had four interceptions (their first ones of the season) and four sacks, some of which took the Colonials out of scoring opportunities. Joining Jermaine Johnson with interceptions were defensive back Ernest Drake, linebacker John Fiore and defensive back John Alvarado. Defensive lineman Dan Garrett recorded two sacks, Chris Belcuore had one and Frank Franco and Jason Williams combined for another.

Though he was pleased with the win, Giancola believes the whole team can still improve. "We need to address tackling, alignment and the offensive, defensive and kicking approach of the game," said Giancola.

They have been banged up, though, he said. "Record-wise, we're not where we want to be," said Giancola. Offensive lineman Rob Dena is out with a broken hand, while defensive lineman Belcuore, Victor Cintrio and Ralph Kolusz have been hurt and have been playing that way.

If you want to know the scores of your favorite MSU athletic team, call the MSU Sports Hotline for all of the latest and up-to-date information daily: (201) 655-7645
MSU bounces back from loss with 3-1 defeat of Jersey City

by Brian Falzarano

It has been a recurring pattern. The MSU men’s soccer team wins a game, then they’ll lose one. This week they tried something. They lost one and bounced back to win their next game.

This innovation in their playing pattern took place against NJAC rival Jersey City St. Erik Neubart paced the Red Hawks (3-1, 1-1 NJAC) with two goals in a 3-1 victory over the Gothic Knights on Saturday at Jersey City’s Tidelands Complex.

“I think we did an adequate job,” said fourth-year coach Rob Chesney. “We did what we had to do to get the victory.”

“We did a pretty good job the whole game of making things go the way we wanted,” he added.

They have been inconsistent so far, but consider how up and down things have been for Chesney and his crew. First they thought Neubart (seven goals) was not coming back from a back injury. Then he came back. Now, they are still waiting for all of the newcomers to jell with the remaining veterans.

However, Chesney was pleased with the win.

“We’re pleased. Anytime you lose, you want to get back on track,” said the coach. “It was a conference win, so I was very pleased.”

After Jersey City State opened up the game with a goal Chesney described as a “giveaway” to take a 1-0 advantage, MSU came back thanks to Neubart. The senior sensation scored on a header with 12 minutes left in the first half to tie the game at one.

That was the way things stood at the half. But not for long. That was because Neubart deposited a shot into the net on a pass from Julian Roca to give the Red Hawks an insurmountable 2-1 lead.

The thing that was good about this win, besides beating an NJAC team, was the play of Neubart. The injury may have seemed too serious to let him play this soon, let alone this season. Chesney dispells that notion, though.

“If it was going to effect his overall performance, we wouldn’t let him play,” said Chesney of his star.

They had to bounce back only because of a 4-2 loss in overtime to conference foe Kean on Wednesday. Chesney was pleased with the effort, but the loss was not overly encouraging. Still, it was not discouraging.

However, it was not enough to break their pattern of inconsistency.

RED HAWK NOTES: Players such as Neubart, Ian Myles and TELMO NUNES have received much of the spotlight. Chesney gave another player his share. He is MARIO BATELLI.

“Mario has done an excellent job. He’s probably been our best player so far,” said Chesney.

They have played two NJAC teams in a row, but their third consecutive conference game is a toughie. MSU will take on Rowan College, ranked fifth in the nation in Division III. In order to win, they must play much better.

“It’s a huge game for us,” said Chesney. “We have to put out a 100 percent effort and not make any mistakes.”

It has been a long time since 1982. Women’s tennis off to best start since 1982

by Nick Gastaftis

It has been a long time since 1982. That is the last time that the Red Hawks women’s tennis program has started off 3-1.

They achieved that mark by overwhelming Western Connecticut, 8-1, this past Saturday up in Connecticut.

MSU (1-1 NJAC) swept all three doubles matches as Lisa Hand and Jen Kolodziej stood out in the match for the Red Hawks.

Hand (1-2) managed a win in singles (6-2, 6-3) and in doubles with Wendy Saladino. The win for the first doubles team lifted the duo’s mark to 2-1.

Meanwhile Kolodziej (1-2) was just as successful, downsing her competition at both the singles and doubles spots.

That helped to offset what happened on Friday. That was when MSU suffered a 7-2 defeat at the hands of Rutgers-Newark.

For the Red Hawks, Aukje Mol of Glen Ridge was solid. The undefeated native of Holland won her match at number six singles in three sets, improving her to 3-0. It was significant in that it was the first match win they have managed against Rutgers-Newark in the past six years.

“In the six years I have been here, this is the first match win I have experienced against Rutgers-Newark,” said coach Brian McLaughlin.

It was closer than the score would indicate, though. Kolodziej lost a tight three-set match, while the fourth, fifth and sixth singles played well in defeat.

Rutgers-Newark used a strategy that was extremely effective versus the Red Hawks. Their top three singles players stayed back on the baseline continuously in route to wearing MSU down. It was the right strategy if you ask McLaughlin.

“If you’re winning, and steadily winning points at the baseline, there’s no sense in moving,” said McLaughlin.

Despite the loss, things still look bright for the Red Hawks.

RED HAWK NOTES: McLaughlin is looking ahead to Thursday’s match versus Trenton St. in an NJAC matchup.

“Trenton St. has a strong program traditionally,” McLaughlin said. “They already beat Rutgers-Newark 8-1.”

After that, they return to the Red Hawk Courts to take on the Roadrunners of Ramapo in another conference contest this Saturday. He feels the match could go to either team.

“Tuesday’s match against Ramapo is 50-50,” said McLaughlin.

He added that he hoped to be at least 2-2 in conference play after the match against the Roadrunners.

The match against East Stroudsburg has been rescheduled to Wednesday, Sept. 28.

When MSU beat Rowan last week, it was the first time in eight years they won their opening match.
LIKE A YO-YO: The women’s soccer team, like their male counterparts, have started off on a win one, lose one way of playing.

On Thursday, they dropped a 3-1 decision to visiting Mount St. Mary’s (N.Y.), evening their record at 2-2. The game was over after 30 minutes as forward Jill Berkman (two goals) put home a header past goalie Judy-Lyn Schiavone on a pass from Elizabeth Peters to put the Knights up 1-0.

Peters got another assist, feeding Terri Rhodes with 58 minutes left to put the visitors up 2-0.

MSU, which outshot the Knights 12-9, got their goal from sophomore Christine Bohan, her first of the season. Schiavone had six saves.

SPIKERS SLIDING: After opening up the season with a win, the women’s volleyball team has lost three straight matches. Their last loss was a three-setter (6-15, 5-15, 7-15) at Kutztown (Pa.) University this past Saturday.

At the moment, the Red Hawks (2-4, 0-1 NJAC) are tied for last in the NJAC.

DESPERATELY SEEKING A WIN: As of right now, the women’s field hockey team is the only MSU athletic team yet to win a game this fall.

They fell to 0-3-1 (0-1 NJAC) after receiving a 4-0 beating administered by NJAC adversary Rowan College at Sprague Field this past Saturday.

DID YOU KNOW?: This past Saturday, all of MSU’s athletic teams (with the exception of Cross Country and Women’s Soccer) were in action.

Things started off at 11 a.m., with both men’s soccer (at Jersey City St.) and women’s tennis (at Western Connecticut) in action, and ended when the football team played host Western Connecticut at 7 p.m.

Overall the MSU teams had a collective 3-2 record. Football, men’s soccer and women’s tennis all posted impressive victories over their competition.

Just a few questions from the MONTCLARION sports editor.

1. Do you want to write?
2. Do you have an interest in sports?
3. Do you want something to put on your resume to impress a future employer?

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, then I want you to write for me. Experience isn’t necessary, but you must love to write. I could use writers for “beats” and features, as well as a SILC columnist.

If you are interested call 655-5241 and ask for Brian Falzarano.
On the Ball
by Brian Falzarano

Tragedy takes baseball world by ‘storm’

Late last week, I heard a report that the sky turned an eerie shade of black. This usually would signal a storm. But not this time. Instead, a giant vacuum in the sky sucked up all of the baseballs in the country. The forecast calls for this to happen until the spring of 1995, possibly even further.

This is a false report. But it sure seemed real last week....

Last Wednesday, it was announced that baseball’s season was over. There would be no pseudo-pennant races, no hopes were quashed back in August and nothing can change that — for now....

More to add to that report. Lightning was also spotted in the dark sky. It is common to have lightning to be accompanied soon after by thunder. Last Friday, the thunder was unfortunately identified as Dwight Gooden.

Gooden fell off the wagon again. By violating his after-care program, he is now suspended for a year. It would be insensitive to say he is trying to match Steve Howe blow for blow with suspensions. But this is so tragic. A hero to so many cannot rid himself of the vice that has brought down so many.

Now I cannot sit here and be a preacher — I’m not ordained. I cannot sit here and condemn Dwight Gooden. But I can ask this. I can ask Why? What makes him resort to drugs? Maybe it is a comfort or a buffer for him from the mindblock. Maybe it was a way to help him avoid facing that he was not the pitcher he once was.

I still miss baseball. I still love the game of baseball. As unsure of that as I am of many things.

Fearless Forecasts

BRIAN FAZARANO, SPORTS EDITOR: (4-7)

Chicago - 7 1/2 over Jets. Let the Jets’ collapse begin
Minnesota - 3 over Miami. Marino will be eclipsed by Moon.
Raiders - 3 1/2 over San Diego. Another unbeaten falls by the wayside.
Buffalo - 7 over Denver. Memo to Denver: That thing you play against an offense is called a defense. Get to know it.

GREG MACSWEENEY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: (6-5)

S.F. - 16 over New Orleans. Saints get no help from God this time.
Seattle pick’em over Pittsburgh. Seattle rules! They were cheated by San Diego last week.
New England + 3 1/2 over Detroit. Bill is due for a streak.

CHRIS HINCK, MANAGING EDITOR: (Making his debut)

Seattle pick’em over Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh’s weak.
Washington + 1 over Atlanta. No comment.
Jets - 7 1/2 over Chicago. Because the Cowboys aren’t playing.
New England + 3 1/2 over Detroit. I plead the Fifth.

THE PROPHET: (8-3)

Chicago + 7 1/2 over Jets. Jets not going anywhere. Damn stadium steals.
Seattle pick’em over Pittsburgh. Seattle rules! They were cheated by San Diego last week.
New England + 3 1/2 over Detroit. Bill is due for a streak.
New Orleans + 16 over S.F. 49ers play like a bunch of 49-year olders.

Red Hawk Sports Week

Field Hockey:
Thursday, Sept. 22
MSU at C.W. Post
3:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 24
MSU at Kean
1 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 27
MSU at Trenton St.
7:30 p.m.

Cross Country:
Saturday, Sept. 24
MSU at Rutgers Women’s Invitational

Men’s Soccer
Saturday, Sept. 24
Rowan at MSU
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 27
MSU at USMMA
4 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 28
Rutgers-Camden at MSU*
8 p.m.

Volleyball
Thursday, Sept. 22
Delaware Valley College at MSU#
6 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 24
MSU at St. Elizabeth/Manhattanville
1 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 27
Rutgers-Newark at MSU #
6 p.m.

Women’s Soccer:
Saturday, Sept. 24
MSU at William Paterson
3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 28
MSU at Ramapo
1 p.m.

Women’s Tennis:
Saturday, Sept. 24
Ramapo at MSU @
12 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 26
MSU at Hunter College
3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 28
East Stroudsburg at MSU @
3:30 p.m.

PARTING SHOTS

The really ludicrous thing about the baseball strike is that CAL RIPKEN’S consecutive game streak is in jeopardy.

How could a class player like Ripken lose his streak because of the possibility of baseball teams playing replacement players? Very easily. The owners have mindblock.

It is about time that DEION SANDERS signed. Right about now, you could pencil in the 49ERS for the Super Bowl.

However, I would still like to know how they got BART OATES, RICKY JACKSON, RICHARD DENT, TOI COOK, GARY PLUMMER and Sanders under the cap along with JERRY RICE and STEVE YOUNG.

I told you the jets were flukes. Now all of you who expect great things from BOOMER and his boys can just watch in disbelief as they come undone.

I’ll even go out on a limb; the Jets will lose on Sunday night to the CHICAGO BEARS.

My friend JOE says that Rutgers is going to Orange Bowl. He says he was only kidding. Kidding or not, I still think he needs a CAT scan.

See you in seven.
One out of three ain't bad

Men's Soccer at .500 (p. 21)
Defense leads way for football (p. 20)
Women's tennis splits two matches (p. 21)